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ABSTRACT 4 
In this paper, we propose a modification to the class of cir- 
cuits known as multiple input translinear element (MITE) 
networks. Our proposed modification leads to a MITE net- 
work that is free fiom certain nonidealities encountered in 
previous implementations. Further, the new MITE network 
described here readily accommodates the use of bipolar junc- 
tion transistors in the input and output stages, thus implying 
a significantly wider dynamic range than we can achieve us- 
ing subthreshold MOSFETs. 

I . ,  INTRODUCTION 

A translinear circuit, is one which exploits devices' expo- 
nential current-voltage behavior in order to execute some 
analog signal processing function [I]. The multiple-input 
translinear element (MITE) network is one such class of 
circuits, whose most. attractive features include low-voltage 
operation, highly modular design, and a well-developed syn- 
thesis methodology [2]. We have previously demonstrated 
the scope and applicability of MITE networks by using them 
to implement multipliers, power-law circuits, log-domain 
filters and adaptive filters [3, 4, 51. The MITE'S operation 
centers on the weighted summation of log-compressed sig- 
nals, which, after exponentiation, translates to the multipli- 
cation of signals that have been raised to some power: 

. .. 

k w i l o g ( I i )  =log (fi(I?)) . (1) 
i = O  i = O  

Of the various MITE implementations that have thus far 
been proposed, the most appealing depend on an idealized 
exponential relationship between the channel current and 
the gate-source potential difference of a subthreshold MOS 
[61. 

Figure I(a) shows one such MITE implementation, con- 
sisting of a cascoded subthreshold floating-gate MOS (FG- 
MOS), with several input voltages (Vo, VI,. . . , V,) capaci- 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Conventional MITE and (b) new MITE structure. 

tively coupled onto the floating-gate, via contiol-gates. The 
voltage on the floating-gate is given by: 

where Vcharge i s  a constant term that takes into account the 
effect of the fixed charge that sits on the floating-gate and 
the wi are the normalized control-gate capacitance values. 
The current that passes into the MITE and through the sub- 
threshold FGMOS is 

where I ,  i s  a pre-exponential term that is largely device- 
specific, K is the body effect coefficient, UT is the thermal 
voltage, and Vs is the transistor's source voltage. Suppose 
the V;'s of Eq. 2 were actually logarithmically-compressed 
representations of some current signals. Then, applying the 
relationship in Eq. 1, and substituting V, into Eq. 3, we 
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Fig. 2. K as a function of V, for various channel current 
levels 
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Fig. 3. Conventional MITE implementation of product- 
reciprocal circuit 

would observe that ID is a product (modulo a gain factor) 
of these current signals, each of which has been raised to a 
fixed exponent. 

2. THE BODY EFFECT 

Previously, we have taken the exponential conformity of the 
subthreshold MOSFET for granted. However, the K param- 
eter in Eq. 3 is actually a slowly varying function of VG, 
as shown in Fig. 2, because the thickness of the depletion 
layer beneath the channel increases with increasing gate- 
to-bulk voltage. Because the operation of translinear cir- 
cuits depends on exponential device behavior ([I]), MITE 
networks that rely on the assumption that K is constant are 
prone to error. Typically, this error is introduced in the form 
of signal-dependent perturbations of the currents' nominal 
exponent values. We shall make this assertion concrete by 

formulating an example. Consider a product-reciprocating 
circuit such that, given the input currents I,, I y ,  I , ,  it would 
generate a current, I,,,, described by 

From Eq. 3, setting Vs = OV, and solving for VG, we may 
write that 

( 5 )  

Via Eq. 5, we can obtain = Vclr,=r,., which 
is a log-compressed representation of some current, ID = 
Ii,. A conventional MITE network implementation of the 
product-reciprocal circuit, as shown in Fig. 3, would ulti- 
mately generate the following sum: 

vout = VGx + VGy - VGz, (6) 
where VG,, VG,, VG, are log-compressed representations of 
I,, &, I ; ,  respectively, generated from Eq. 5. Substituting 
Eq. 5 into Eq. 6 for each of VG,, VQ, VG, yields 

(Note that K has been subscripted to denote its depen- 
dence on VG.) Finally, the conventional MITE network 
would generate IOut by evaluating ID  (Eq. 3), at VG = V,,, 

(8) 

where it has been assumed that VS = 0 V. Collecting the 
log terms in Eq. 7 and substituting for V,,, in Equation 8 ,  
we get: 

I O U ,  = I 0 e ~ ~ ~ , v " u , ~ u T ,  

In comparison to the desired result expressed by Eq. 4, the 
I,,,, that is actually produced is degraded by input currents 
whose exponents have been perturbed. In addition, the fac- 
tor involving I, represents an input-dependent gain factor. 

3. AVOIDING THE BODY EFFECT 

.The idea behind our improved MITE network is to exploit 
some relationship, other than the ID - VG one, that is closer 
to the ideal exponential. Now, Eq. 3 holds for any sub- 
threshold MOS, whether or not it has a floating-gate. So, 
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for a subthreshold MOS, Eq. 3 suggests an exponential re- 
lationship between TD and -Vs. Keeping VG constant, and 
defining Ip = IoeKvGluT, we may rewrite Eq. 3 as 

(10) ID = Ipe -vsluT. 

Solving for -Vs yields 

(11) 

Equation 11 is analogous to Eq. 5 - the logarithmic com- 
pression ofthe current, ID, is now captured by -Vs, rather 
than by VG. The advantage here is that this log encoding is 
free from any nonlinearity arising from a varying K ,  because 
V, is held fixed. Figure I@) illustrates how we achieve the 
log encoding, using a source-follower configuration. We 
still need some mechanism to realize a summation of the 
sort expressed by Eq. 2, and a constant-current biased FG- 
MOS is adequate for this purpose. The floating-gate voltage 
on the FGMOS is given by 

ID 
I P  

-Vs = UT log(--). 

n 

& G = % h a r ~ e + C W i K ,  (12) 
i = O  

where Vcharge and the tui are the voltage due to fixed charge 
and the normalized control-gate capacitor values, respec- 
tively. The feedback connection involving the amplifier keeps 
Vrc held at a fixed value that is dependent on IbiaS. Thus, 
we can rewrite Eq. 12 in terms of VO to get 

As in Eq. 2, the right hand side of Eq. 13 is a weighted sum 
of log-compressed signals, offset by some constant value. 

In the previous MITE network implementation, Eqs. 5 , 
2 and 3, namely the functions of logarithmic compression, 
summation and eventual exponentiation, are all captured by 
a single unit - the cascoded FGMOS depicted in Fig. I(a). 
In contrast, the new MlTE network that we are proposing 
uses the cascaded FGMOS solely~ for summation; logarith- 
mic compression and exponentiation are implemented using 
a source follower. Separating the functions in this way af- 
fords us the freedom of keeping all of the gate voltages of 
the log-encoding transistors, as well as the floating-gates of 
the summing amplifiers, at constant biases. 

The circuit in Fig. 4 is a product-reciprocal implemen- 
tation using the newly proposed scheme. The circuit gener- 
ates the following sum, which corresponds directly to Eq. 7, 

Fig. 4. New MITE implementation of product-reciprocal 
circuit 

Collecting the log terms in Eq. 14 and setting VS = V,,, in 
Eq. IO, we get 

(15) 
I, 1, 

Iou t  = - 
1, ' 

which is exactly the desired expression described by Eq. 4. 

4. WIDENING THE DYNAMIC RANGE 

Another benefit of keeping the execution of log-encoding 
and summation in distinct circuit entities is that the source 
follower MOSFETs can easily be replaced by bipolar junc- 
tion transistors (BJTs). Each of the source follower units 
in Fig. 4 could, for instance, be replaced by npn emitter- 
followers, connected in a 'flipped-follower' configuration 
[7], as shown in Fig. 5 .  The collector current, IC, of a BJT 

c V. 

Fig. 5.  
BJThMOS flipped-follower 

Replacement of nMOS source-follower with 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of amplifiers for different.gain factors using (a) conventional and (b) new MITE implementations. The 
measured data are shown as dotted curves. Each solid line is the secant that passes through the endpoints of a particular sweep 
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of I, 

in the forward active region is given by: 

where Isat is the reverse saturation current, V ~ . i s  the emit- 
ter voltage, and VB is the base voltage. UT is the thermal 
voltage. For a constant base voltage, Eq. 16 corresponds 
directly with Eq. IO. The MOS subthreshold region t y p  
ically extends only up to about ID = 1pA. For higher 
levels of ID ,  Eq. IO does not hold anymore, and the ex- 
ponential relationship is lost. BJTs, on the other hand, obey 
the exponential law of Eq. 16 for several more decades of 
IC. Replacing the source follower MOSFETs with BJTs 
thus allows us much larger input and output currents, and 
the circuit’s dynamic range is widened by several orders of 
magnitude. Given the bipolar origins of translinear circuit 
design, many other researchers have previously exploited 
the BJT’s nominally exponential behavior to achieve wide 
dynamic range. However, most of these other schemes, for 
instance, Frey’s E-Cells, IS], suffer a systematic error from 
the BJT’s finite base current. Our topology is immune to any 
such errors because we keep the BJTs’ base voltages fixed. 
Further, we have the added advantage of being able to tune 
out mismatch between BJT devices by adjusting their base 
voltages accordingly. These considerations suggest that our 
approach has the potential for realizing very precise analog 
computation. 

5. RESULTS 

In this section, we compare the performance of two mul- 
tiplier circuits, one realized with the previous MITE topol- 

ogy, and the other implemented in our newly proposed style. 
We fabricated the circuits depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 in a 0.5 
0.5-pm CMOS process through MOSIS. Both circuits had a 
5 V power supply voltage. The input and bias currents were 
generated, and the output currents measured, by Keithley 
K236 sourceheamre instruments. For the circuit in Fig. 4, 
the constant bias currents were set to 1mA. Figure 6 shows 
the experimental DC results for each circuit. We can think 
of each product-reciprocal circuit as a variable-gain ampli- 
fier, with the output, I,, a linear function of I,. The pri- 
mary input current, I,, was swept from about lOOpA to 
lOOnA for different gain factors. Averaged across the var- 
ious gain values, the old topology exhibited a linearity of 
about 4.83%. On the average, the new topology’s linearity 
was measured at about 0.69%, representing an improvement 
of a factor of seven. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have described the nonlinearity that is  introduced to pre- 
viously published MITE networks due to n variation with 
gate voltage. We have proposed a new MITE network topol- 
ogy that avoids n variation, and have also described how we 
can readily use BJTs to exploit this new topology in order 
to achieve wider dynamic range. Finally, we have presented 
experimental results for a multiplier that had been designed 
in the new style, in comparison to a previous MITE imple- 
mentation. The results demonstrate that, for a similar range 
of input currents, the new MITE network topology performs 
better than the old one. 
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